Consider a stochastic differential equation with respect to semimartingales dX(t)=AX(f)dp(t)+G(X(t),r)dM(r) which might be regarded as a stochastic perturbed system of dX(t)=AX(t)d/L(t).
Introduction
As we know, Lyapunov (1892) published his famous monograph "ProblGzme gCn&al de la stabilitC du mouvement" in which he founded the theory of characteristic exponents that today bears his name. The original intention of Lyapunov was to determine criteria for the stability (of the origin x = 0) of i = A( t)x, x(O)=x"Ew, tElR+, (1.1) and to conclude from the stability of (1.1) the stability for the nonlinear system i=A(t)x+f(r,x), x(O)=X,ER", teR+.
(1.2) Hasminskii (1967) (see also his book, 1980) studied the stability of the origin of the linear stochastic differential equation dx=Axdt+ z BixodW,, x(O)=x()Elw, (1.3) ;;;, which might be regarded as a stochastic perturbed system of (1.1). He gave a necessary and sufficient criterion for asymptotic stability of (1.3) which opened a new chapter in stochastic stability theory. Arnold, Oeljeklaus and Pardoux (1984) studied more systematically the almost sure and moment stability for (1.3).
In this paper we will consider the following problems. Given an exponentially stable stochastic linear system dX(t)=AX(t)dp(r), X(t)=x,, tat,(>O), (1.4) where A is an n x n constant matrix, CC is a continuous nondecreasing process with P (0) = 0 and x0 : R + R" is a random vector. Assume that some parameters are excited or perturbed (environment noise), and the perturbed system has the form dX(t)=AX(t)d~(t)+G(X(t),t)dM(t), tat,,(zO),
where M is an m-dimensional continuous local martingale, and G: R" x R, x R + R nxm is sufficiently smooth for the existence and uniqueness of the solution (See Mao, 1989~; Mao and Wu, 1983) . Denote by X(t, t,, x,) 
Main results
Let (fi,% {~,I,M, P) be a complete probability space with the filtration {s,} satisfying the usual conditions, i.e., which is right continuous and contains all P-null sets. Consider the following stochastic differential equation with respect to semi- 1) where X=(X,,..., X,,)T, A is a constant n x n matrix, p is a continuous {%'}-adapted nondecreasing process, M = (M, , . . . , II~,,,) ~ is an m-dimensional continuous local martingale with M(0) =O, x,, is an n-dimensional .F,"-measurable vector, and G:R"x [W+X~+R"~"' is sufficiently smooth for the existence and uniqueness of the solution (See Mao, 1989~; Mao and Wu, 1983) . Denote by X(t, t,, x0 ) the solution of (2.1).
Throughout
this paper we will assume there exist {g,}-adapted processes Kij(. ),
. In this section we prove the following result. In order to prove this theorem we need a lemma due to Mao (1989a) (please also see Mao, 1989b) . Proof. Let T>O be so large that (2.3), (2.4) and (2.10) hold. Fix to2 T and let x,, be an 9,0-measurable vector. Write X(t) = X( t, t,, x,). By 16's formula we have 
S)Te-ATI*(s'} dp(s) 10 (2.14)
for all t 2 to. It follows from the exponential martingale inequality that for any y>O, 6>0 and T> t,,,
Choose an arbitrary % > 1 and let k be an integer large enough so that %k > to. Set y = %_", 6 = %"+I log k, 7= Bk.
We then obtain > Bk+'log k +$. Here assumption (2.10) has been used. Notice that log(k-1)+loglog0~loglogt~logk+logloge, if ek-' d t 4 8". It follows from (2.19) that 1 U(t)< 1 t log log t O"P'(log(k -1) -t log log 0) {U(t,)+nBk+20k+'log k} x exp(Omkc,c2 e2P~JIAII(~2+ a*~~)), tos ts Ok, ka ko, as.
which implies lim sup 1 u(t) S 20' exp(c,czct2 e2"2'iA") = 02c, a.s. ,+c(, t log log t Since 0> 1 is arbitrary, we have already proved (2.11) holds for all t,a T and .9,,,-measurable vectors x0. Finally, for any 0 =Z t,, < T and 9,,,-measurable vector x0, we have lim sup t log'log t 'le-A@(')X(t, t,, xo)1(2 f'c.z = lim sup t logllog t 'le-+(')X(t, T, X(T, to, xo))"2s c3.
1-m
The proof is complete.
Cl
We now can easily prove our result Theorem 2.1. 
Generalization
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.1. I I c U( t,) + 28 eak log k + nc4 ezCh~+' % ePr dp(S) 10 + c4 e*(A,+~M, e-ak U(s) eps dp(s), t,s ts k, ks k,.
(3.7)
In view of Lemma 2.2 we see that U(t) s { U( to) +26 eak log k} exp c4 eZ(*ot")Pz ePek I,: e"' dll(r)] f _+ nc4 e*(A"+Fu32 i [ Notice 0 > 1 is arbitrary and
e"'logt e"'"-"log(k-I)' k-lstsk.
From (3.9) we see immediately that U(f) lim sup ___ f-C%-ear log t 
Examples
In this section we discuss several examples to illustrate our results. 
dX( t) = -AX(t) dt +p( t) ec-A+p)r 1 +~~:t), dw( t), t> to,
By Corollary 3.2 we deduce that the solution of (3.1) has the property limsupllogjjX(t, t,,~~)11~~--A+p a.s. I-tui t for all t, 2 0 and 9,,,-measurable vectors x0. Notice A and -A have the eigenvalues -1, -2 and 1, 2 respectively. Therefore, by
Theorem 3.1, we have limsup~log~/X(t, t0,xJ1)*~-0.2 as. ,-+CC for all t, 2 0 and 9,,J-measurable vectors x0.
